The research methods
This paper uses the mathematical statistics method to research, through the experiment to get relevant motion parameters. Using Microsoft Office 2003 Excel and SPSS13.0 statistical package process the data. Using the relevant mathematical formula to calculate and statistics and analysis for the kinematics parameters, if 01 . 0 < P , we think that has very significant difference, if 05 . 0 < P , we think that has significant difference. Among of them, the T1 is the athlete's takeoff buffer period; T2 is the athlete's takeoff transformation period; T3 is athlete pedal stretch time. ), time ratio reflects the athlete's sports ability of long jump athlete, but in this paper the result of 2 T is minimum, this suggests that their lower limbs strength has some shortage, and special strength is not enough, 1 T is the ability that the athlete body to pedal reaction conversion into jumping power level, 3 T is the ability that the long jump athletes takeoff leg stop as soon as possible, the ratio of 1 T and 3 T is equal, on the whole, they have a lot of potential in theirs rapid dive ability, the ratio for B athletes is the best during each scale, so B athletes can achieve better result. If this phrase can be improved for A athlete and C athletes can normal dive, they all can achieve better results. ), the main reason for this result is that the athlete B can takeoff in a very short time, and has good tension time index. In the same running conditions, the take-off leg landing angle and climb telescopic decided to jump the force direction and time. The jump foot extension (the angle is too small), will make the stop power increase and prolong action time, this will make the athlete's body is too backward, beginning as early as to stretch, take-off angle is too large, jumping too high, resulting in the loss of horizontal velocity is too big. Takeoff leg landing is too near (the angle is too large). , it has the rapid take-off speed. The most range of the velocity loss of the 6 athletes is 0.42m/s 1.65 ± , but the loss velocity of athlete C is 2.64m/s, it is far greater than this value, probably because of its fast run-up and take-off is not synchronous with run-up speed capability. This paper discovers that our country athlete's have an ideal vertical take-off speed, but the horizontal speed loss is too large, therefore, in our country, we must improve training method, when we improve the athletes absolute speed level at the same time. Here you can see that, C athletes' leg angle within a reasonable range relative to the other player is smaller, pedal actively, free consciousness is strong to swing the leg, and the knee joint using reasonably, reduces the resistance loss of the run-up speed and the take-off. It shows its good technical and consciousness. Athletes jumping skills may have some shortcomings, such as pedal technique may cause adverse effects.
Kinematics statistical analysis of jumping technology

A. Jumping time analysis
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C. The statistical analysis of pedal floor horizontal speed, jumping off speed, take-off angle
D. The kinematics analysis of swing leg
If the athlete attention swing time away from the ground, his jump effect will be better. The angle is the minimum of athlete C when he pedal board, but the effect is not ideal, the reason may be the last step of the approach is too long. In order to reduce the loss of horizontal velocity, six athletes in the pedal should actively promote the swing of swing leg, thus to achieve the best results. Long jump athletes to make full and rational use of the swinging leg technology, they can appropriate to strengthen the training, so as to improve their techniques in long jump.
As you can see, knee angle of the athlete E is 159.78 degrees on the pedal plate moment, and the stage of the buffer time is 0.079 seconds, in the pedal moment, athlete's vertical pressure increase, due to the reduction of knee angle contributes to jump resistance to reduce, helps the body center of gravity to move forward, thus it is beneficial to athletes in the jumping when the full use of its approach, reduce the take-off time, reduce speed loss rate. The knee angle too large may be caused by physical and distance judgment which is not enough. In the actual teaching and training we must train swinging amplitude of the athletes from the maximum buffer to off the ground stage, so as to improve the athletes' takeoff effect. 
Conclusions
The above analysis shows, knee joint and leg angle of Elite Long Jumpers is better at pedal moment, but because consciousness of swing of swing leg of some players is not strong, so that the pedal effect weakened; some athletes takeoff time is reasonable, but the buffer time is too long, the distribution is not reasonable, affect the final take-off effect; through this research found that there is no significant difference of instant take-off vertical speed between the Chinese athletes and excellent athletes in the world; but the jumping angle have significant differences with the world elite athletes, so jumping angle is still influenced Chinese long-jump achievement.
Suggestions for athletes in the approach to improve the speed at the same time, focus on strengthening the knee under high speed eccentric contraction ability, appropriately increase the swinging of the swinging leg; although the take-off angle for the athletes to improve performance is important, but we can not lost the horizontal velocity, which is to have the order reversed.
